Kung Fu Fighting...
It won't be long before ASI-funded groups begin to line-up for the privilege of volunteering to reduce their budgets for next year.

They wouldn't want to miss the opportunity to contribute to ASI President Mike Hurtado's plan to buy Cuesta Park for $10,000. He proposes that $10,000 in ASI student funds be used for maintenance of the park in the event the city's purchase of the ASI. If $10,000 is spent every year for park upkeep, then the same amount has to be tapped from the ASI budget.

Hurtado has a disinterested sense of priorities. and the charmless and very straight. If you were ever on the Marching Band on Tuesday, you would like to keep the record straight.

The Cal Poly Band is not looking for one cents more this year than we have since 1973. Furthermore we do not advocate having any other group's budget for the excess group's purpose of increasing our budget by the slightest amount.

The Cal Poly Band started planning for the Long Beach trip at the fall of 1973. These projects were made and commitments had to be kept, the over expenditure was unavoidable. You might be interested in knowing that the Band has not approached the ASI for any additional funds to cover the over expenditure. We have to make up the difference by saving and cutting wherever we can. Unfortunately, this means the that students who can't control themselves and have to be protected from the police. The vast majority of students who don't go to TG'S shouldn't have to pay for this playpen.

Hurtado claims a location outside of the city is needed because a city ordinance limits the number of people who can attend any gathering. But Police Chief Ervin says there is no such ordinance.

Even if the ASI could own property, and that's yet to be decided, it would be liable to be simply trampled by the same numbers who want to get a little rowdy and drink beer at TG'S parties. Hurtado thinks Cuesta Park is a good place for TG's because he claims it's in the county and city police won't touch anybody there.

However, County Parks and Beaches Director Bob Corman says the largest part of the park is within city limits and city police would patrol TG's if they were held there.

Whether it's in the county or not, the ASI has no business going into the TG business. It should not be the responsibility of the ASI to provide an asylum for students who can't control themselves and have to be protected from the police. The vast majority of students who don't go to TG'S shouldn't have to pay for this playpen.

Hurtado looks like a lawyer who has gone to court without preparing a defense for his client and all the while we are giving conflicting testimony. If Hurtado can't think of an outright alligee against Cuesta Park is headed for the electric chair.
Aerobics Developer

On Cardiac Disease

Demonstration: Doctors' Doors Stay Shut

by STEVE CHVHM
Daily Staff Writer

The first day of the two-day work strike by San Luis Obispo physicians processing sharp malpractice premium tax increases closed most doctors' offices yesterday. In a random telephone survey by Mustang Daily, all ten doctors polled said they were "participating" in the work slowdown, in varying degrees.

All the interviewed doctors said they were not accepting any new patients during the two-day strike, although about half of the ten were honoring all appointments made by patients prior to the strike.

The remaining six doctors said they have cancelled all appointments for the strike.

All ten doctors said they will provide emergency service during the slowdown at emergency wards.

The work slowdown, running the length of the county—Paso Robles to Arroyo Grande—has not affected the Health Center on campus.

Health Center and campus hospital administrator David Graham said "all services and operations are normal at this time."

Dr. Wayne Ball, spokesman for the campus medical center is the absence of Billy Mounts, Health services director, said "the unique nature of the Health Center exempts it from many ill-effects of the slowdown."

Mounts is attending an American Medical Association conference in Chicago.

"The Health Center runs on a pre-paid health plan so we feel it is not the proper thing to participate. That is not so say that we do not sympathize with the striking doctors, although have not taken an official poll of the staff here at the Health Center," Ball said.

There are 10 full-time staff physicians at the campus medical center, but said none of the staff is currently active in the county-wide slowdown.

"The purpose of aerobics, "he said, "is to counter our number one health problem — heart disease." Cooper was on campus yesterday to explain his physical exercise program, called aerobics, which he developed for the use by the U S Air Force. "The purpose of aerobics," he said, "is to counter our number one health problem — heart disease."

Aerobics is a program designed to strengthen the heart, lung and circulatory system. Points are given for each exercise, depending on the scale and duration of each. Cooper says that the single best aerobic sport is cross-country skiing but for those who can't do that, swimming and running are accepted.

"It's okay if done properly. But, to exaggerated," said Cooper. "Most of them exercise mainly because they feel better afterwards."

Motivation is the hardest aspect of any exercise program, said Cooper didn't claim to have any magic plan to melt the pounds away for the overweight executive or middle-aged housewife.

"Motivation is hard. And it's even harder to keep someone motivated," he said. "I have found the best answer is to get kids involved early. Parents should lead the way for children." Cooper himself jogs every day with his children.

College students in particular have been enthusiastic about aerobics, he claimed. Most of them exercise mainly because they feel better afterwards.

"At Cal Poly, I have seen more people jogging of their own free accord, rather than as part of a class, than at any other campus I have seen," he said.

Cooper now operates a privately financed aerobics center in Dallas, Texas. The 8.5 acre complex includes a research center, a weight room and steam and whirlpool baths.

by MARK LOCKER
Daily Staff Writer

Heart disease is one of the country's major causes of death, but if Dr. Kenneth H. Cooper has anything to say about it, that situation may soon change.

Cooper was on campus yesterday to explain his physical exercise program, called aerobics, which he developed for the use by the U S Air Force. "The purpose of aerobics," he said, "is to counter our number one health problem — heart disease."

Aerobics is a program designed to strengthen the heart, lung and circulatory system. Points are given for each exercise, depending on the scale and duration of each. Cooper says that the single best aerobic sport is cross-country skiing but for those who can't do that, swimming and running are accepted.

"It's okay if done properly. But, to exaggerated," said Cooper. "Most of them exercise mainly because they feel better afterwards."

Motivation is the hardest aspect of any exercise program, said Cooper didn't claim to have any magic plan to melt the pounds away for the overweight executive or middle-aged housewife.

"Motivation is hard. And it's even harder to keep someone motivated," he said. "I have found the best answer is to get kids involved early. Parents should lead the way for children." Cooper himself jogs every day with his children.

College students in particular have been enthusiastic about aerobics, he claimed. Most of them exercise mainly because they feel better afterwards.

"At Cal Poly, I have seen more people jogging of their own free accord, rather than as part of a class, than at any other campus I have seen," he said.

Cooper now operates a privately financed aerobics center in Dallas, Texas. The 8.5 acre complex includes a research center, a weight room and steam and whirlpool baths.
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FIRST ASSEMBLY Presents

MARIO MURILO

SUNDAY - JANUARY 25
IN TWO SERVICES
11 a.m. and 6:30 p.m.
at 525 Carro Romualdo S.L.O.

Mario is the founder-director of Resurrection City - Berkeley
Barry McGuire Formerly with the New Christy Minstrels
Mario will be on campus with Barry McGuire in March
sponsored by Chi Alpha

Pastor: J. Paul Bruton
Associate: Judge Lindsey
Chi Alpha Pres.: Dave Martin
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Kung Fu
A Disco Tune Or A TV Drama?
For This Man, It's A Living

by SUNI WHITE
Daily News Writer

Kung-fu — so many it's the name of a vamped television show or a popular song to bumbo to. It is David Caradine walking barded through the wild west, kicking and joshing his way to Inner Peace.

But to kung-fu and karate instructor William Hay, it's a way of life and a way to stay alive.

Hay, 29, is co-owner of the Jade Dragon Karate and Kung Fu school, the only martial arts school in the county. Hay and his partner-teacher, Dwight Wimett opened their self-defense school here a year and a half ago because they were attracted to the serenity of San Luis Obispo.

"We're both young and like the area," said Hay, who is a black belt. "It's kind of mellow and the country's beautiful."

Hay explained that kung-fu is a southern Chinese colloquialism meaning "man's effort," —not necessarily pertaining to any style of martial arts.

"The martial arts in this country face a real semantic problem because it's from an entirely different culture," he said. "There are too many misconceptions about the arts and what they really are."

Possibly, the confusion comes from the many different styles of karate. The style taught at Jade Dragon is Chinese kempo karate, which is from the southern Chinese hung gar kung-fu. The ancient hung gar was a very deep-seated, immobile form of deadly defense. It was introduced to this country by Ed Parker, a man considered to be the father of American Karate. He's also the founder of the famous International Karate Championships held every year in Long Beach.

Hay said the Jade Dragon is backed by the National Chinese Kempo Karate Association, which is closely related to Ed Parker.

Karate seems to be gaining speed and support in this area. Hay said that most of his students are interested in physical fitness, weight reduction and increased body awareness. The martial work should be rewarding to these people, he said.

However, Karate offers more than a trimmer waist, according to Hay. It develops the unification of mind and body, which is the result of discipline and body conditioning.

"Some people study martial arts because they're insecure and aggressive," he said. "We're concerned with having students who are confident enough so they don't have to fight to prove themselves. If they're pushed to the wall they can and will defend themselves. I don't tolerate any abuse of this knowledge in my students."

Hay said he is not a violent man...never been in a fight in his life.

"I take the arts very seriously, but I don't like fighting. Some people think I'm very violent—but I'm not. Mine is a very mellow way of life, as well as a defense form."

See Kung Fu page 6
Something Old, Something New... And Something From The OH Unit?

Who provides the flowers, rents out the candelabras, and bens up the bride’s dress? None other than the Ornamental Horticulture Department’s wedding service. Headed by Sue Magrino, manager of the OH unit and Assistant manager Dennis Capobilla, the design began and continued, rents out candelabras and baskets, and the alter and tends assistance at the wedding itself. Since its conception six years ago by floral design teacher Robert Gordon, the OH wedding consultation service has planned about four weddings a month. The bride-to-be visits the OH unit where either the manager or assistant manager is available to help her in choosing which flowers and designs she would like. There’s an album of photographs to further assist her in her design choices.

The manager and assistant manager design and make up the flowers and bouquets with help from Cal Poly students belonging to the Gordon Student Chapter of the American Institute of Floral Designers (AIFD) who put in hours of work at the OH florist shop without pay.

As often as possible, flowers that have been student grown at the OH unit are used for the weddings. However, if a future bride desires certain flowers not raised at Cal Poly, such as Lillies of the Valley, then they will be purchased from a commercial flower market.

Speaking of the OH wedding consultations, Magrino says, “It is a complete service comparable to that of any commercial florist.” Besides the planning, at least two of the wedding service students assist at the actual ceremony. A male helps with the groom and his attendants while a female assists the bride the bride’s mother, and the maids.

“At the ceremony, we help wherever we’re needed,” Claire Magrino. “I’ve painted on candelabras, taken the price tags out of violets, and arranged up a bride’s dress.” She laughingly adds.

The wedding consultation service is completely organized by the OH students. They are responsible for setting the prices and doing all the selling.

Magrino explains why the student service is generally cheaper than if a wedding was planned through a commercial florist. “We don’t have professional help; our overhead is a little lower.”

Thirty percent of the wedding sales money goes to the Cal Poly Foundation while the remainder is used for the maintenance of the OH florist unit.

As for time necessary to plan a wedding, Magrino suggests, “A quickie could be whipped up with a week’s notice but the sooner we know in advance the better.”

Professors Profess Christian Faith

by STARR SHEPARD

“indeed I count everything as loss because of the surpassing worth of knowing Christ Jesus my lord. For my sake I have effaced all things within me, counting them but loss for the benefit of knowing Christ Jesus, my lord. For whom we have laid down all things, in order that I may gain Christ and be found in him, not according to the presence of men but of God. I have counted all things but loss because of the surpassing knowledge of Jesus Christ. It is a matter of surrendering my will,” he said, “so that I could follow God’s will in giving my life to him. The moment I bowed my head to do this, a peace came into my heart.”

Next, Kern relates that “purpose in life and pursuit of happiness” was what it was all about with him, but that he never found real happiness until he found it in Jesus Christ.

“I regarded Jesus as just a man like you and I,” he said, “but I felt there was something more to him that that. I was so desperate to find true happiness that I finally asked Jesus Christ into my life.”

Kern said there was a “fantastic” change in his life. He began seeking other persons who had had the same experience and looking into the Bible. He told how he talked with “happies at Berkeley and prisoners at the Men’s Colony” and discovered that many others shared the same experience.

Makdouidian explained how he studied the three major monotheistic (one god) religions in the world, Islam, Judaism and Christianity, while growing up in Lebanon.

“Only in Christianity did I find a person, Jesus Christ, who claimed to be equal to God,” he said with his distinct Middle Eastern accent, “and I realized that what the world needed was not religion, but a person.”

Kernson related that he cried out to God one day in desperation, “God help me!” as he could not stand not knowing God as his friend any longer.

“At least as I said that, I heard a small voice in the back of my head softly say, ‘You’re going to heaven and to hell.’ That didn’t sound like anything I’d ever heard before, but I sure sounded like I found truth, real truth in that person,” he added.

The forum was sponsored by Campus Coalition, a coalition of Campus Crusade for Christ, Navigators, and Inter-Varsity Christian Fellowship.

### Saxophone Soloist

Internationally-recognized saxophone soloist Harvey Pistor will perform with the San Luis Obispo Symphony Orchestra Saturday at 8:15 p.m. in the Gushee Auditorium.

Conductor Clifton Swanson’s orchestra, made up entirely of local musicians, will begin the evening’s music with Handel’s “Reformation” symphony in D minor. (see IP)

Pistor will play a special concert for students by Alexander Glauser and Paul Beswick.

Also included in the program will be “A Suite of English Folksongs” arranged by Gordon Swanson.

Pistor will also perform at special youth concerts at $490 pm. on the same day at the auditorium. He will examine the saxophone’s history of jazz and rock styles with his unique collection of saxophones, which boasts of the only giant floor stand model.

Tickets to the evening performance are $4 for adults and $2 for students, and will be available at the door. The student event will be free of charge.
We've all heard the story before and maybe we even know the main character a little better than we should.

The green, idealistic “kid” from town and my small-town roots turn to make a name for himself and lost of money. It really happens in Hollywood and in the movies, right? Well, this time it really does happen just that way in MGM’s comedy “Hearts of the West” (Premier Theatre).

This year’s guesting Oscar nominee, Jeff Bridges, plays Lewis Tower, attired in 1900’s Iowa where you can count on him any time.

“I love the story in “Hearts of the West” to be exact, for dreams of becoming a writer of cow country pulp like his hero, Zane Grey. From one of those correspondence school ads in the back of a magazine, he learns about the University of Nevada, where writers are “a select fraternity of western writers” and quickly pegs his bags to find out what the West is all about.

As expected, Tower is a little off on his fact. Not only a railroad depot, the university is a set of practical buildings with a facility of two operating from the local, rundown hotel.

Through a little inspired horseplay, Bridges unknowingly runs off with the school’s treasury followed by the two con-artists who chase him into the desert where he stumbles upon two Nevada Westerns. The studio gives him an overview of another of his quickie Westerns.

The studio decides to give him a lift to LA where,サラ サペク, Bridges turns his newfound reputation for this show, the telluroid nail fot his typewriter to him a lift to L.A. where, for recent months.

Jeff Bridges

In Hollywood with his famous producer TCM-boa"s adventure is only beginning.

From the start, “Hearts of the West” let you know that this is going to be a clever, coy and fun picture. Oscar winning producer Tony Bill (The Sting) reassembled his older version of MGM for the opening. Despite the simplicity of production (no lavish 50’s sets, costumes or set direction) film succeeds, whatever you want to call it with some delicious cast characterizations.

Certainly in consideration for it’s flair is Andy Griffith as the handsome hero turned sternum who philosophizes about Hollywood and life of course. Alan Arkin, as the studio’s influential director who runs every cut as 100 percent B movie budget is.

With its rare happy ending, “Hearts of the West” is a good, entertaining excursion into the Western film genre and of course the Thelma and Louise “faddie” and not one of the best films from this medium yet but it’s rather refreshing high among the many uneventful films that have been scheduled into this site in recent months.

Rick Gusten

Kung Fu, A Defensive Lifestyle

Continued from page 4

"People too often confuse violence with action. Violence is done out of anger or passion. If I’m stopped in an alley by four men and I pull several of them in the hospital, I wouldn’t consider myself violent. They are the violent ones.

In the office at Jale Hagan the walls are decorated with some of the most deadly weapons in the world. The classical weapons are for display purposes only, and I want the various shapes. But the advance students do train with weapons like these. They don’t need them. They are trained with weapons themselves. But it helps bring realism into the body. And it helps them get an edge over an opponent.

The weapons used are a staff or wooden stick about five feet long, and a samurai sword. Also used is a nunchuck which consists of two wooden sticks connected by a thin rope in the middle. For such a make-believing tool, it’s extremely dangerous. It is a felony to carry or to use.

Hay carried a staff and sword into the gym—showing first at the door to demonstrate the weapon’s use. Initially he became intensely involved, swinging the instruments with the accuracy and speed of a barn swatter.

The training here is hard, he said when he finished. “We fight hard and we work hard. Students sometimes get injuries, but that’s expected. Seldom more than a bruise, but if we don’t fight hard we’ll never know if we can take it in a real fight. Everyone talks about both mental and physical integrity. You must achieve a moving meditation for the body. When you’re fighting, you’re not thinking about the person of you.”

The school has about 100 members, not all active, but all of whom must join the NCUA. The cost is $25 a month for full use of the facility including work-out lessons. Hay said the more aggressive the student, the more he will stand out. Old is the youngest he considers teachable, because of their short concentration span. Hay taught skiing before he became interested in the martial arts four years ago, and claims he is a thrill seeker or a man with a death wish. He describes himself as a survivalist.

“Putting yourself against something else that’s bigger than you is psychologically more important than self-preservation.” The secret to survival is knowing how to bend down like a willow when you can’t stand like an oak. Water and wind are the most destructive forces in nature, but they’re not hard just immovable.”

Tickets will be on sale in the lobby of the Ag Building between Jan. 10 and the 31. The special will be held, Thursday, one-night lodging and dinner Friday night. Bring a snack lunch Friday.

Help For Finals Study

Test Preparation Seminars will be offered by the Learning Assistance Center beginning Monday, Jan. 28.

The seminars will cover how to summarize course information, how to drill and practice exam results and how to organize study time in those final days of testing.

On Mondays at 5 p.m. in the University Union, Rm. 218, the seminar will look at general test preparation. Objectives and study techniques will be offered.

On Tuesdays at 7:30 p.m. in the University Union, Rm. 218, the course will focus on study techniques.

Senior Week Meeting

The Senior Week Activities Committee (SWAC) will hold their first organizational meeting Tuesday, Jan. 27, 5 p.m. in the University Union, Rm. 218.

All interested seniors, especially junior grade are encouraged to attend and help plan graduation activities for their last week at Cal Poly. A brochure in Cuesta Room, a tree planting ceremony and publication of Genesis magazine are all responsibilities of SWAC. It is interested in helping but can’t attend the meeting call 348-6402.

Ag Judging Team Swings into Denver Contest

Five Cal Poly students made a trip last weekend to Denver, Colo, but it wasn’t quick vacation to ski the Western slope. The trip was a business trip with grading results.

The Cal Poly livestock judging team placed first in the intercollegiate judging competition at the National Livestock Exposition.

The Oklahoma State University came in a second place but Cal Poly.

Bible, then winning against four other teams from throughout the livestock and animal science majors Rich Bible, Elena Crouse, Best Allbaugh and William Mc- Dowell and agriculture management major David Medeiros.

Bible was second high diver in the contest.

[Image of a page from a newspaper, with text and ads.]
Richard Anderson's swimmers will be in action this Saturday when it plays host at UC Riverside at noon in the Men's Pool. The Mustangs defeated UCSB, 76-48 last weekend. In the victory Anderson said he received excellent performance from freshmen Russ Frasier and Tom Steele, and Bob Frank in the backstroke.

The junior varsity basketball team is presently riding a two game win streak. The Mustangs defeated Westminster last week and then came back to thrust Tall Jr., 93-87, in a game played Wednesday night. Mark Davis and Russ Fuller led the scoring barrage with El and El points respectively. The junior varsity has dipped its record to 8-6, with a game coming up tonight in Northridge.

There will be a change in Ernie Wheeler's starting lineup tonight in Northridge. Bruce Heron, a sophomore from Belmont, will replace Paul Mills at a wing spot. Mills has been hampered by injuries of late and Heron is coming off his finest game of the season against UC Irvine. Heron was three for four against the Anteaters and he pulled down some clutch rebounds.

The second annual Cal Poly Invitational Bowling Tournament is being held on campus this weekend at the University Union. UCLA, Fresno State, UC Davis and Stanford are some of the schools participating in this weekend event.

G.S.U. - Monday 7:30 p.m., Sunday 1:30 p.m.
EVERYONE WELCOME

Rick Sciascia, twice Metropolitan Conference from El Camino JC in the South Bay, plans to enroll at Cal Poly this spring. The 6'9" wide receiver from El Camino in pass receptions this past year. The Warriors rated the top JC football team in the country at one point during the season.

CCAA basketball statistics were released Thursday and Cal Poly has four players among the leaders. Gerald Jones is fourth in the conference in scoring, Jeff Kerl is second in field goal percentage, Lee Robertson fourth in free throw percentage and Andre Keys is fourth in rebounds. Jones was the CCAA player of the Week last week.

The second annual Cal Poly Invitational Bowling Tournament is being held on campus this weekend. UCLA, Fresno State, UC Davis and Stanford are some of the schools participating in the two day event.

G.S.U. - Monday 7:30 p.m., Sunday 1:30 p.m.
EVERYONE WELCOME

The NCAA lifted travel limitations last week at its annual convention. The rule change goes into effect immediately. All NCAA basketball teams will be able to carry 11 players on road trips for the first six weeks of the season. Coaches could only suit up 18 players at road games. Cal Poly coach, Ernie Wheeler, would not comment on how the change would effect his club.
THE GOOD GUYS ARE DOING
IT AGAIN at OVERLAND EXPRESS

Sony turntables...
A turn for the better.

PS-1100 SEMI-AUTOMATIC STEREO TURNTABLE SYSTEM
- Idler drive turntable system, with high torque 4-pole induction motor
- Automatic arm return and shut-off
- Speed selection for 33 1/2 and 45rpm records
- Statically balanced tonearm
- Arm lifting mechanism with viscous damped cueing
- Counterweight anti-skating compensation
- Magnetic cartridge with diamond stylus included

List Price $300
NOW $214.47

PS-5550 SEMI-AUTOMATIC STEREO TURNTABLE SYSTEM
- DC servo controlled motor and ultra quiet belt drive system, for 55dB S/N ratio (NAB), and 0.06% or less wow and flutter (wfm)
- Diecast aluminum alloy platter
- Electronically controlled speed selection for 33 1/2 and 45 rpm records
- Illuminated stroboscope and electronic pitch control adjustment
- Optical sensing mechanism and separate motor for automatic return and automatic shut-off
- Statically balanced tonearm
- Viscous damped cueing to raise and lower arm

List price $260
NOW $195.70

We'd ask you to compare it...but with what?

- 35mm air-motion transformer loudspeaker system
$396.00 ea.
sold exclusively
at OVERLAND EXPRESS

Craig Car stereo speakers
Model #9414
$14.13

Craig 8-track AM-FM car stereo
Model #3145
$129.97

Scott C90 LHND CASSETTE TAPE
List price $4.50
NOW $2.55

friday & saturday
Your ears never had it so good.
540 HIGUERA # 14  543-2555

OVERLAND EXPRESS

amt 1a

DWD Model 2 speakers
8 inch 2-way with a lifetime warranty
List price $80 NOW $31.00

5220 AM/FM STEREO RECEIVER
- 50 WATTS MAXIMUM PER CHANNEL.
- 60,000 HERTZ TOTAL HARMONIC DISTORTION
- Fixed/Variable Tone Controls
- Front Panel MM Input Jack
- Front Panel EPA Filter
- Direct 4 Ohm Output jacks
- Tape Outputs for Two Tape Decks

List Price $300
NOW $214.47

25 WATTS MAXIMUM BAND FOR CHANNEL.
- 60,000 HERTZ TOTAL HARMONIC DISTORTION
- Front Panel MM Input Jack
- Front Panel EPA Filter
- Direct 4 Ohm Output jacks
- Tape Outputs for Two Tape Decks